WHAT TO SEE DURING
THE WALK

TO REACH LA HAYE SAINT
SYLVESTRE
From Broglie: toward Saint Pierre du Mesnil and by the D22 road

The church dedicated to Saint Sylvestre dates
from the Roman period, with some mouldings
from the 14th century. The nave and the choir
have been done again in the 19th century. At this
occasion, some elements from the 12th century
have been discovered. The bell tower and the roof
have been renovated in 2004. in 2010, there were
large workings of renovation (lime plaster, joints
of bricks, stained-glass windows…).

From Bernay: by the D830 road toward La Barre en Ouche, by the D25 road toward Chambord and by the D45 road
From L’Aigle: toward Glos-la-Ferrière, by the D25 road toward Chambord and by
the D22 road
From Evreux: toward Conches, then toward La Neuve Lyre, and by the D45 road

CATERING
Pizzeria « Dolce Vita », Rugles
« Café de la Gare », Bois-Arnault

The castle of La Grande Haye is a Louis XV edifice, which has kept his original environment:
lovely park, moats and interesting wrought iron
railings.

« Aux Délices du Voyageur », La Vieille Lyre
« Restaurant de la Halle », Rugles

THE CHARTER OF HIKER

The building of the old spring “Cristal Chateau”
has been renamed “Sylvaine” in the 1970’s. Then
it has been buy out by the Roxane Company and
resold to a private individual in the 1990’s.
The castle of La Petite Haye dates from the 18th
century and has been done again in the 19th century. There are several outbuildings with agricultural use. This domain is the subject of large investments: an old agricultural barn has been
converted into receptions hall with luxury rooms.
It’s running since 2009. There is too a pleasant
gîte.
You’ll walk on the dried valley of “La Bave” and in
the hamlet of Bois-Branger. Then you’ll return in
the village and you’ll can see the stud farm
“Mit’Hippik’Eure”.

- Stay on the marked paths.
- Keep your dog on a lead.
- Respect fields under cultivation and animals , close again behind you the
fences and respect the boundaries.
- Observe the fauna and the flora without touching it.
- Be silent and discreet to not frighten the animals.
- Be courteous with hikers and the other lovers of nature.
- Collect your scraps.
- The forest burn in Normandy too: the fire is forbidden, pay attention to
matches!
- Respect the welcoming and signposting equipments.
- During the hunting, avoid the paths in forest.

INFORMATIONS
Communauté de Communes de Rugles
32 rue Notre Dame
27250 Rugles
Tél. : 02.32.24.63.55
www.comcomderugles.fr
Comité Départemental du Tourisme
3, rue du Commandant Letellier
BP 367
F 27003 Evreux CEDEX
Tél. : 02.32.62.04.27
www.eure-tourisme.fr

There is a document which lists the putting up, at the tourist office and at the
Community of Communes.

Hikes footpath of
La Haye St Sylvestre

